Your companion on the road ...
Mobybak's technology can bring you peace of mind.

mobybak : a new GPS tracking system for safety and good driving
 After marketing a commercial fleet management solution, for  You won't have to worry about the safety of your family or
your mobile assets.
small businesses, Rocksoft and GT Innovatech have combined
their talents to create a new range of consumer products. With  mobybak is your guardian on the road and protection for your
expertise in customized programming and networking, we
mobile assets. With its range of products designed for busihave nearly 20 years of satisfied commercial clients. Now, conness, mobybak offers turnkey or customized solutions for your
sumers can benefit from a quality product and a qualified
monitoring needs
team.

 We are a dedicated team
that constantly improves our
products for your satisfaction. Tell us what we can do
for your peace of mind.

 From an educational perspective, it can help the younger drivers in your family by giving you the tools to monitor their driving habits. It's a reassuring and constructive way of creating
responsible young drivers.
 This educational approach offers security with real-time vehicle tracking. There are several available options to help set up
the rules for you and the young drivers in your family.

 mobybak family. With mobybak’s tracking solution, you can  Please contact us to learn more about our range of products.
keep track of family members while they travel.
Our GPS tracking solution combines freedom and safety. Are
 Younger and older drivers can require extra monitoring. Our you ready?
GPS solution combines freedom and safety.
Your companion on the road...
 First moped, first car or planning a long trip? How about a
driving coach that monitors your teenager when he's behind
the wheel? Our solution makes it easier to hand your kids the
keys to the car, knowing they're on the way to being responsible drivers.

This is who we are: technology experts and concerned parents who want to offer safety solutions.
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Your companion on the road ...
Technological business solutions.

mobybak-enterprise, technology for real-time fleet management
 Rocksoft and GT Innovatech have turned their talents to mar-  You can stop worrying about the safety and the travelling of
keting turnkey product for commercial fleet management. your vehicle assets on the road.
With expertise in customized programming and networking,
we have nearly 20 years of satisfied commercial clients. We  mobybak is your new companion for the road safety and for
guarantee a qualified team and quality product, offering stan- the protection of your vehicle assets on the road. With his line
dard or customized fleet management solutions.
of products designed for the businesses, mobybak offers you
turnkey solutions or customized ones to meet your expectations concerning satellite monitoring.

 We are a dedicated team who
develops our own solutions and
we wish your satisfaction by
constantly improving our products. You can tell us what we
can do to improve your peace of
mind.

 What would you say about relaxing and saving money if you
could better manage the moves of your fleet of vehicles? We
are technological intelligence experts to serve your needs. Our
solutions can be adjusted to your specific challenges, word of
experts!
 mobybak entreprise. Transport service, taxis, deliveries, company cars, whatever your reason, mobybak enterprise follows
you everywhere on the road.
 Do not worry and improve the management of your fleet of
vehicles on the road with a complete tracking solution.

 Your clients are waiting for an important delivery ?
 Vehicle theft increasing your insurance costs?
 You have economic reasons to keep close tabs on your mobile Knowledge is the power of action! That's the smart transportation!
assets?

 Don't hesitate to contact us to find out more about our GPS
tracking products and customized products for IT consulting
services.

This is our story basically. We are technological experts and we are offering you industry-leading solutions.
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